Annual Report 2018/19

PAVED ARTS IS A
Non-profit,
community-based,
artist-run centre
and gallery for
photography,
audio, video,
electronic, and
digital Arts

PAVED Arts is an artist-run centre operating on Treaty Six Land that encompasses the
traditional homeland of numerous First Nations, including Cree, Dene, Plains Cree,
Nakota, Saulteaux, Ojibwe, and the homeland of the Métis Nation. Our work unfolds
with a commitment to honour and continually learn about the histories of this land,
and we acknowledge that our efforts to foster open, safe, and collaborative spaces,
are both ongoing and never complete.
PAVED Arts is made possible by the efforts of our members and volunteers, and
by support from our sponsors and principle funders: Canada Council for the Arts,
Saskatchewan Arts Board, SaskCulture / SaskLotteries, and the City of Saskatoon.
We’re also thankful to Business for the Arts, Canadian Heritage, Co-op Community
Spaces, Canada Cultural Spaces Fund, Community Initiatives Fund, and Young
Canada Works.
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WHAT HAPPENS
AT PAVED ARTS ?
• Free gallery exhibitions & public screenings
• Installations & performances
• Free art & media workshops for members
• Artist residencies
• Production grants
• Offsite programming & community
partnerships
• Affordable access to media art production
studios, tools, services, and technical &
educational support
In other words, we help artists and
independent producers make and exhibit
their work!

PAVED ARTS mandate
Our mandate is to support local, regional & national artists
working in the PAVED arts by operating an access and
production centre for media and new media creation, while
simultaneously operating a presentation centre that exhibits
and disseminates contemporary visual, media and new
media art in time-based, gallery, and off-site modes.
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PAVED Arts
Executive Directors Report

PAVED Arts is fortunate to be situated in Treaty 6 territory. The local
community, our membership, and the general public that pass through
our doors each day contribute to our successes, as well as the liveliness
of this facility that we share with our partners at AKA. This past year we’ve
seen some changes within our Artistic Directors programming approach,
our staff complement, and within the board of directors. I believe these
changes will contribute to our progress. I am fortunate to have the support
that I have behind me, and am incredibly aware of how much these
factors lend to my success each and every day working at PAVED.
Over the last year, we launched 5 full exhibitions, hosted an innumerable
amount of workshops, community events, screenings, and performances
within the building. I am proud to be part of such an active organization
and am well aware of the importance of this facility within our city.
Saskatoon is unique for a number of reasons, namely, the community
here is very small, but continues to establish itself as a must see
destination, and is well regarded throughout the country as a beautiful
and vibrant locale, I like to think that PAVED contributes to this.
Over the next year, PAVED intends to continue to grow and build upon our
successes. With the contributions of the Artistic Director David LaRiviere,
Technical Director Lenore Maier, the staff and PAVED’s Board of Directors,
we hope to continue redefining ourselves by speaking directly to the needs
of our membership, the local community, and country itself. Through our
efforts in speaking to decolonization, and our place within these long needed
changes, we are looking at how we as a space situated in Riversdale may
better serve the needs of our local community through access, support
and conversation. In the Spring 2019, PAVED hosted Primary Colours, an
initiative which seeks to place Indigenous art practices at the centre of the
Canadian art system, this was the first of what we hope is many of these
discussions. This initiative, our strategic plan, and our recent members
survey - launched in March 2019, will help direct where we are headed next.

Travis Cole
Executive Director, PAVED Arts
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PAVED Arts Board of Directors
Report from the Chair
July 16, 2019
It has been my great pleasure to serve
on the PAVED Board of Directors now
for the past five years. Over this time, I
have seen a tremendous community of
people come and go from our Board,
staff and membership, but almost all of
these people remain connected to our
organization in some way or another
- through our facilities, fundraisers,
events, Toons on Transit, the One Take
Super 8, and so many other ways.
As a Board, we have dealt with
many challenges and many
opportunities in my time,
and I’d like to highlight some of our better moments from the past year.
We began the year by welcoming a number of new Board members at a retreat at
Chokecherry Studios, where we outlined a number of goals of opportunities we had for the
organization. I believe we accomplished many of them, including outreach to high schools
and community groups, new fundraising opportunities such as the pet portraits event, and
the beginnings of an archival project partnership with the University of Saskatchewan.
This year, we also approved a new employee manual - something I am
tremendously proud of after several years of tweaking - which will leave our
director and staff in a great place to enjoy a meaningful work-life balance.
I would like to thank all of our current and former board members who have come and
gone over the past year. Serving on the PAVED Board has been meaningful, rewarding,
and seldom dull, and wish all of you on the Board the very best in the coming year(s).
I would like to thank our staff. Knowing that the organization is in the hands of such
talented, creative and dependable people is a tremendous peace of mind.
Finally, to our membership: make art. Lots of it. We are lucky to have a place like
PAVED, so let’s continue to utilize and enjoy this organization to the fullest potential.
Mic drop. I’m out…

Mark Ferguson
Chair, Board of Directors, PAVED Arts
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FUNDRAISING
Trivia Night & Dance Party
A PAVED Trivia Night and Dance Party at local
restaurant Amigos in the Spring, with hosted
by board member Mark Fergason.
Pet Portrait Day
This past Fall that included various themed
sets. Digital and physical prints were provided
to over 60 attendees and their animals.

Last Minute Mini Market
A partnership with local social media
management company T-Squared Social.
During the Christmas Last Minute Mini Market
they donated 100% of their T-Shirt sales to
PAVED Arts.
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IN THE GALLERY
In the 2018/19 programming year, PAVED Arts hosted a diverse range of
gallery programs that highlighted our mandate and conceptualized visiting
artist exhibitions as a hybrid activation of both the production centre and
presentation spaces.
Throughout the year, patrons viewed cutting-edge work in the PAVED arts
(photography, audio, video, electronic, and digital) through our free-foreveryone gallery exhibitions, screenings, and artist projects - including the
billboard (shared with AKA) on the building’s facade.
Through artist residencies, calls for submissions, offsite events,
partnerships, and PAVEDMEANT - a biannual anthology of critical writing,
PAVED Arts continued to contribute to the active and vibrant community of
media arts in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, and beyond.

Laura St. Pierre, Spectral Garden installation. Photo by Carey Shaw
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IN THE Gallery
2018/19

Dustin Wilson, Null Boundary, March 2018

Juridico-Geometric-Ludocracy: Null Boundary \
Dustin Wilson - On view March 16 TO April 21, 2018
“Null Boundary” refers to the
cosmological theory that in an infinite
universe there would exist regions of
space with different spatial properties,
spaces where physical reality would be
fundamentally altered.
Juridico-Geometric-Ludocracy: Null
Boundary is a project that is concerned
with space and the way that changing
the mechanics of space could change the
way we travel though it. By extension

the project asks the question; How could
alternate physical properties of space
affect political organization? Better yet,
could speculative political regimes affect
the mechanics of reality itself? The Null
Boundary project proposes a series of 4
simulated utopias as sites for considering
these questions.
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IN THE Gallery
2018/19

François Quévillon, Waiting for Bárðarbunga (installation view), 2017, PAVED Arts. Photo by Devin McAddem.

Scott Benesiinaabandan / Animiikikaa 10-97
May 11 TO June 16, 2018

Animiikikaa 10-97 is a 3-channel audio
installation originally commissioned by
the Winnipeg Art Gallery. The installation,
featuring a woman speaking clearly in
the Anishinaabe language, develops
the notion that the particular sonorous
qualities of indigenous spoken word
is unfamiliar to the vast majority of
people who live in its native country.
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Benesiinaabandan’s gesture also
reflects upon a recent history in which
the Anishinaabe language was actively
subjugated, such that placing it into the
public sphere constitutes a political act
in itself.

IN THE Gallery
2018/19

Jeneen Frei Njootli, Herd (performance at PAVED Arts, November 9, 2017). Photo by Lindsey Rewuski.

Laura St. Pierre / Spectral Garden
July 6 TO August 11, 2018

Laura St. Pierre’s Spectral Garden
continues an exploration of the flora
of Saskatchewan’s boreal forests. Pale,
ghostlike plant specimens have been
preserved in isopropyl alcohol, arranged
in glass vitrines, and then, spectacularly,
set on fire.
Filmed in slow motion, the 4-channel
video is projected at immense scale

on gallery walls, immersing you in an
otherworldly landscape of flickering light
and sound.
Presented by PAVED Arts, in partnership
with the Dunlop Art Gallery as part of
Roadside Attractions. Funded through
the Canada Council for the Arts’ New
Chapter initiative.
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IN THE Gallery
2018/19

Matthew Biederman / Marko Peljhan: FRAGILE SAFARI
September 14 to October 20, 2019

Electromagnetic forces can be shaped,
modulated, monitored or transformed in
order for them to be utilized. The FRAGILE
SAFARI situations are constituted as a
‘parcours’ through two bodies of work.
The first work is the evolved signals
intelligence (SIGINT) work: We Should Take
Nothing for Granted – On The Building of
An Alert And Knowledgeable Citizenry, the
second work is the spatial electromagnetic
installation STAR VALLEY (ICARUS).
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Together, the works provoke a
sensorial experience of the immaterial
electromagnetic spectrum, and open
well-defined societal questions regarding
notions of privacy in the 21st century.
Collectively, the elements form a tactical
media landscape that is conceived as
an “electromagnetic theatre” in order
to engage the visitors/participants on
multiple levels; technologically, intuitively,
intellectually and politically.

IN THE Gallery
2018/19

Ruth Marsh / THE WORLD OF Ideal Bounds
November 2 to December 8, 2018

Ideal Bounds imagines a hypothetical
near-future wherein the world’s bees
have perished due to human causes.
This wry, dystopian musing combines
the signifiers one finds in present-day
museum exhibits with the playfulness
of stop-motion animation to build an
uncanny fiction.
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JULIE OH / YOUR HOG HAS ARRIVED
JANUARY 17 TO FEBRUARY 15, 2019

Julie Oh’s solo exhibition at PAVED Arts
presents a new body of work composed
of large-scale neon sculptures, drawings
on cardboard, video, and a live sound
feedback. These eclectic mix of works
are formally and conceptually bound by
a single object, of which the artist found
on the streets of Saskatoon just outside
of a Harley Davidson motorcycle dealer.

Through the practice of looking,
pondering, and circling around this
found shipping container over a
long period of time, the works in this
exhibition aims to offer a distanced, yet
intimate understanding of the original
object.

Artists-in-Residence

Senior Artist-in-Residence

Mini-Residencies

In concert with the ongoing exhibition program at PAVED
Arts, the centre also stages a senior production residency
every year, in which a nationally recognized artist spends
three weeks to a month working in our production centre
on new work. For the Fall 2018 production residency
PAVED Arts was very proud to welcome Australian
born, UK based, Sound Artist, Kate Carr. Kate spent
three weeks in residence at PAVED during which time
she explored Saskatoon and produced a series of field
recordings that were used to perform a sound and
video piece for this year’s Sounds Like Festival. Kate
also conducted a field recording workshop for our
membership in September. The value-added component
of senior production residencies is the sustained
exposure that community members have with a given
artist, and the educational opportunities developed
through workshops and one-on-one encounters.

This year PAVED Arts launched it’s mini-residency
program for exhibiting artists - providing full CARFAC
fee support, travel, accommodations, per diem, in-kind
support from our production centre, materials budget,
etc. Most importantly, a longer time for undertaking
production at the centre is accorded to artists. These
2-3 week “mini-residencies” are proceeded by a
correspondence and exchange with the centre, and they
provide time and space to prepare and respond to the
gallery and the surrounding community.

Senior Artist-in-Residence:
Kate Carr
September 17 to October 7, 2018
Kate Carr has been investigating the
intersections between sound, place,
and emotionality both as an artist and a
curator since 2010. During this time she
has ventured from tiny fishing villages
in northern Iceland, explored the flooded
banks of the Seine in a nuclear power plant
town, recorded wildlife in South Africa, and
in the wetlands of southern Mexico. Her
work draws on field recording, experimental
composition and various techniques of sonic
mapping to examine the ways we shape and
are shaped by the lived sonic realities of our
natural and built worlds.
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IN THE PRODUCTION CENTRE
2018/19
PAVED Arts producing members
had another busy year working
in the production centre for our
186 producing and institutional
members. The Digital Photo Suite
continues to be in demand, but
was also used a resource by many
of our organizational partners
including AKA Artist Run and Core
Neighbourhood Youth Coop.
We were also pleased to provide
audio suite production support to
community outreach programs
including the Saskatchewan
Cultural Exchange, Cooperatives
First, and the Core Neighbourhood
Youth Coop.
The AKA/PAVED event space
has also seen a large increase
in usage both as a working
studio space and as a space to
present work. This past year the
production centre facilitated a
wide variety of projects including
the production of “The Feather”
a satirical news show created
by PAVED Arts Member Shawn
Cuthand, a series of performances
presented in partnership with the
Indigenous Poets Society, various
music and theatre performances,
several community organizations
meetings, film screenings and
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music video productions. Among
the organizations that worked
with PAVED Arts in the past year
to present shows in the event
space were Girls Rock Saskatoon,
Indigenous Poets Society, Sask
Cultural Exchange, Nightshirt Music
Festival, Saskatoon Poetic Arts
Festival, CFCR, Saskatoon Open
Door Society, Nature City Festival,
Scantily Glad Theatre, Nokomis
Craft Ales and many others.
During the past fiscal year, the
event space has been booked by
members almost every weekend
with a total of 224 separate
bookings, over 200 of which were
booked and coordinated through
the PAVED Arts Production Centre.
As such, we have worked with
AKA to revamp our event space
policy to increase accessibility and
streamline the ease of rentals for
our members.
We have also improved our
Security Protocol and After Hours
policies in order to ensure that
our members are safely and
responsibly utilizing our space
when in the absence of
staff presence.

2018/19 WORKSHOPS
DIY and Independent Film Making Workshop
Part 1: Pre Production and Development w/
Kyle Zurevinski and Gavin Baird
Tuesday, April 17th, 7pm
DIY and Independent Film Making Workshop
Part 2: Production and Post-Production w/
Kyle Zurevinski and Gavin Baird
Tuesday, April 27th, 7pm
Exploring Processes for Experimental Audio
w/ Tod Emel
Saturday, May 5th, 12-4pm
Pinhole Photography Workshop
w/ Kyle Zurevinski and Brianna Whitmore
Saturday, May 12th, 12-4pm
Super 8 Workshop w/ Peter Stinson, Devin
McAdam and Travis Cole
Wednesday, May 23rd, 7-10pm
Foley Workshop w/Emma Kramer-Rodger
Saturday, September 15th, 12pm-4pm
Robotic Bug Workshop w/ Stefan Scott
Sunday, September 30th, 12-4pm
Field Recording Workshop w/ Kate Carr
Wednesday, Oct. 3rd, 7-10pm
Femme Sound Series Workshop 1 w/ Jill Mack
Tuesday, Oct. 9th, 7-10pm
Intro to the Darkroom: 1. B&W Film Processing
w/ Charles Brooke
Saturday, October 13th, 12pm-4pm
Intro to the Darkroom: 2. B&W Photographic
Printing w/ Charles Brooke
Saturday, October 20th, 12pm-4pm

Bee Taxidermy for Beginners Workshop w/
Ruth Marsh
Saturday, November 3rd, 12-3pm
Intro to Final Cut Pro Workshop w/ Raj
Friday, November 6th, 7pm-10pm
Lightroom Editing & Organization Workshop
w/ Kenton Doupe
Tuesday, November 20th, 7-10
Cine Film Processing Workshop
w/ Bruce Gibson
Saturday, December 1st, 12pm-4pm
Femme Sound Series Workshop 2 w/ Jill Mack
Wednesday, January 16th, 7-10pm
From Analog to Digital w/ Chris Morin
Tuesday, January 29th, 7-10pm
Super 8 Seance
Saturday/Sunday February 2 & 3, 2019
Femme Sound Series Workshop 3 w/ Jill Mack
Tuesday, February 19th, 7pm-10pm
Intro to Photoshop Workshop w/Emily Kohlert
Saturday, March 16th, 12-4pm
Handmade Special Effect Jamboree Workshop
w/ Mike Maryniuk
Saturday,

PAVED ARTS had 21
Workshops in 2018/19,
with a total of over
300 participants.
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PROGRAMMING HIGHLIGHTS
2018/19
DIY” Direct It Yourself
Youth Music Video CAMP
With the generous support from the Community
Initiatives Fund, PAVED Arts hosted our 2nd
annual a week long music video workshop
for youth in our community aged 13-20. With
the help from female-identified mentors, the
participants created 7 amazing music videos in
collaboration with various established local SK
musicians and bands. The videos completely
blew us away and were presented to a capacity
audience in our event space.
tipi theatre
PAVED Arts partnered with the Broadway Theatre
in January 2019 and held our first outdoor winter
screening during Winterruption in the Tipi behind
Victoria School. We presented short films by 7
Indigenous filmmakers from within the PAVED
Arts community.
ONE TAKE SUPER 8
PAVED Arts, once again, helped to facilitate the
production and presentation of the 2018 iteration
of the One Take Super 8 event. We coordinated
the production and presentation of 25 films which
were presented at The Roxy theatre in July 2018.
4th Annual TOONS On TRANSIT
In its fourth year, 35 photographers were
selected and their work installed onto City of
Saskatoon transit buses. In addition to paying
each participant a CARFAC artist fee, Toon’s
On Transit involves a community selection
committee comprised of prominent artists, media
and civic leaders. This was our first year using
a theme, “Diverse Communities” and we were
very happy to see submissions that embraced
the thematic. It was also our first year hosting
a separate mini-exhibition which featured the
photos printed in-house and displayed in the
upstairs production centre, as well as a seperate
Artist Reception, where we offered production
centre and gallery tours. Over 60 attendees

celebrated the event, arriving with friends and
family to take photos in front of their works and
on the Super Bus that was stationed on the street
outside. We followed up the event with a weekly
social media post (#ToonsTuesdays) for the
duration of the mobile exhibition.
Femme Sound Series
A 3-part workshop series presented in
partnership with SaskMusic and Girls Rock
Saskatoon focused on teaching the fundamentals
of live technical sound in a non-judgemental,
safe, inclusive environment.
NIMAC IMAA National Conference
Along with Wanuskewin Heritage Park and
aka artist-run, PAVED Arts played host to this
national conference of the Independent Media
Arts Alliance, organized by the NIMAC region. A
closing reception for Scott Benesiinaabandan’s
exhibition was held on June 15, 2018, in
conjunction with the conference, with record
attendance.
EQUIPMENT UPGRADES
PAVED Arts has recently invested in our digital
photo suite, purchasing both a new computer
and a new printer to continue to meet our
member demand. We see this as a new frontier
for media arts and in particular are excited
about the potential of our new equipment to
give voice in new and exciting ways to spaces
and people in our community. PAVED Arts is
on the forefront of these developments by
hosting workshops that showcase our new
equipment making it as accessible as possible
to our membership community. Additionally,
PAVED Arts will continue to grow our network
of community partners while also strengthening
the partnerships we already have. As a matter
of policy, all of our equipment acquisitions,
past and future, are based on the feedback and
demands of our membership.
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Gallery Hours:
Tues to Fri 12-6PM
Sat 12-4PM
always free / CALL AHEAD
CloseD DURING show changeS

Production
Centre HOURS:
Tues to Fri 12-6PM
Sat 12-4PM

PAVED ARTS

424 - 20th St W
SASKATOON, SK
S7M 0X4
306-652-5502
@ PAVEDARTS
PAVEDARTS.CA

